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Introduction
A small metal particle exhibits interesting properties that are different from
those of a bulk metal. In a fine metal particle less than 100 A in diameter,
the kinetic energy level spacings of electron is larger than the life-time "·idth,
i.e., discrete at low temperature because of its small ,·olumc. Furthermore,
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such a particle has extremely small self capacitance so that, if an electron is
added to or taken out from a particle, a change in electrostatic energy is ,·ery
large. This prevents a transfer of an electron bet,,·een the environment and
the particle. These two peculiar features lead to anomalous properties of a
small metal particle as predicted by Kubo in 1962 [1]. A superconducting fine

6

Conclus ion

38

particle also has interesting properties that a bulk superconductor hardly shows;
order parameter thermal ly fluctuates, because its superconducting condensation
energy is comparable to thermal energy [2].
The efl"ect of charging energy, which is important in fine particles, has again
attracted attention owing to the advance of submicron fabrication technique in
recent years. In tunnel junctions with extremely small area (about 10- 2 !Lm2 ),
charging energy of electrons, like in a fine particle, can be large enough that
it suppresses electron tunneling at low temperature (the Coulomb blockade of
tunneli ng). In another words, a finite energy larger than the so-called Coulomb
gap is required to transfer electrons through junctions. As a consequence, when
biased, electron tunnels one by one quasi-periodically, strongly affecting the
transport phenomena in the system. The single electron tunneling is one of the
main subjects of so-called mesoscopic physics [3].
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STiVI) can be a useful tool for studying the
3
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two subjects mentioned abO\·e. When a ST~I tip probes a metal particle d&
posited on a substrate, a tunnel junction is formed bet11·een the tip and the

Chapter 2

particle. This tunnel junction can be sufficiently small to im·estigate the single electron tunneling [4).

Indeed, many groups hm·e used ST'.I to obserYe

it. The ST'.I also has a great potential for measuring electronic properties of
a fine particle by the method of tunneling spectroscopy (STS). H0\1·e1·er. the

Review of Theories and

ST'.I method on this subject has not been done. This is probably because the
Coulomb blockade, which suppresses tunnel current around zero bias mltage.
prevents the electronic properties of a particle to be obsen·ed.

Experiments

We have studied properties of fine particles and single electron tunnel ing using STM. The Cou lomb blockade of tunneling was studied for normal-metal par-

2.1

Fine P art icles

ticles . For superconducting particles, we found a transition from the Coulomb
gap to the superconducti ng energy gap. Electronic properties of a partic le were

In 1962 Kubo predicted that properties of a small metal particle much differs

also studied, 11·ith an emphasis on fluctuation of order parameter.

from those of a bulk metal [1). Since then, this field has attracted many people
for a long time. ln this section we briefly re1·iew normal and superconducting

The present thesis is organized as follo11·s . In Chapter 2, we re1·iew past

fine particles.

experiments and theories related to our three subjects: fine particles, ST'.L
and single electron tunneling. Chapter 3 describes the details of the ST'. I used
in t his experiment. In chapter 4. sample preparation and measurement methods

2.1.1

are gi1·en. Chapter 5 is de,·oted to the results of the experiment and discussion.
Last, in Chapter 6 we summarize the experiment.

Jn a bulk metal the electron energy spectrum is usually considered to be con-

The Kubo Effect

ti nuous despite its finite 1ulume.

•

This is because finit e life time of energy

Je,·els caused by electron-ph onon scattering smoothes out the energy spectrum .
Ho11·ever, in a sufficiently small part icle , the assumption of continuous energy
spectrum is no longer valid . The mean energy-level spacing{; of a fine particle
is written by

8 = 1/N(O)V,

(2.1)

11·here !Y(O) is the density of states per unit 1ulume at the Fermi Je,·el, and V
the 1·o!ume of the part icle. F'or example, for an aluminum fine particle with a
diameter of 100

A, 8/ /,; 8

= 1.3 K. Hence, it is expected that electron ic properties

of a fine particle are afrected by finite energy level spacings at low temperature

[1).
5
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CI-J..1PTER 2. REVTEW OF THEORIES AND EXPERI.VIE.\'TS

2.1. FLYE PARTICLES

Another important efiect arising from smallness of \·olume is that a fine
particle is electrically neutral [1) . \\'hen one electron is added to or subtracted

2.1.2

Zero Dimensiona l Superconductor and Thermal
Fluctuation

from an electrically neutral panicle with a diameter of d, Coulomb energy U =
2

e / d is needed. For d = 100

A,

U/ 1,; 8 becomes 103 K, which is much larger

[tis widely known that in a bulk superconductor, thermal fluctuation is almost

than the temperature of liquid helium. This means that the Fermi distribution

negligible and the transition from normal Lo superconducting phase is very

function cannot be used any more, because it is based on the grand-canonical
treatment that assumes a particle reservoir. Phenomena that properties of a

sharp. This is because the coherence

fine particle de,·iate from those of a bulk metal at lo,,· temperature are called
the Kubo effects (see Fig.2.l.l).

superconducting fine particle less than coherence length ~ in diameter, called
zero dimensional superconductor, the mean-field treatment fails near transition
temperature. Superconducting condensation energy of such a particle can be
comparable. to the temperature because of its small volume, so that ther·mal
fluctuation of the order parameter becomes large. Consequently, the phase

Kubo calculated properties of a fine particle assuming that electron energy
levels are randomly distributed. But this is not the case. Gm .. km· ct al. used
the random matrix theory and showed that energy le,·els of a fine panicle tend

of a superconductor is ,·ery long

transition gets smeared, and thermodynamic properties such as specific heat
and spin susceptibility are much modified from those of bulk superconductors

to be equally spaced [5)[6). This is understood if one thinks that ene rgy le,·els
in proximity repulse one another as a result of the second-order energy perturbation.

[2).
To consider the fluctuation eflect, we follow the theory by ~liihlschlegel et
al. [9]. For an order parameter 'lj;(x), the Ginzburg- Landau (GL) free energy of
a superconductor is gi,·en by

Let us take the spin susceptibility of a fine particle for example (Fig.2 .1.2)
[7) . The number of electrons in a fine particle is fixed, being e\·en or odd. If the

(2.2)

number is e\·en (even particle), the susceptibility goes to zero as T decreases to
zero because a finite energy is needed to excite electrons from the ground state.
On the other hand, if the number is odd (odd particle), it goes to infinite as T

where a= _V(O)(T- Tc)/Tc and b = 7((3)N(0)/8rr 2 (k'Tc) 2 A(O) is the densit\
of states at the Fermi b·el and ((3) is the ( function. 1\Ii.ihlschlegel et al.

decreases to zero because little energy is needed to excite electrons (F'ig.2.1.3).
Thus, the spin susceptibility of a fine particle largely deviates from that of a

generalized it to calculate properties of a superconducting fine particle. They
expressed the partition function Z as a functional integral of exp(-,6F[·IJ)(x)))

bulk metal at temperatures lower than 8/ k8

over all order parameter fields 1/>(x):

.

Spin susceptibility is measured

from the Knight shift of i\MR. Figure 2.1.4 shows an experiment by Kobayash i

Z

et al. [8], whi ch proved the vanishment of the Knight shift at low temperature.
Since their sample is an ensemble of particles, the measured quantity differs
from particle to particle. In such a situation, mainly even particles contribute
to the average, because their susceptibilities are all nearly equal to zero. Hence,
their result reflects the ,·anishment of spin susceptibility of even particles.

-

--

length~

(;::,; 1000 A), so that the mean-field treatment is applicable. In contrast, in a

-

-

-

-

-

=

j S!j)(x)exp(-F[if!(x))/kaT).

(2.3)

As is seen from Eq.(2.3), the deviation of order parameter that changes the free
energy F[u(x)) by k 8 T at most contributes to the partition function. In vie,,·
of thei r treatment, the GL theory neglects this fluctuation and takes if!(x) that
ma.ximizes the free energy.

-

.......__
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CHAPTER 2. RE\IIEW OF THEORIES AND E.\PERI.VIENTS

2.1. FINE PARTICLES

:\ow 11·e estimate the breadth of the critical region, within 11·hich fluctuation
of order parameter is large enough that the mean-field lreaunent cannot be

9

when fluctuation dominates this region. Figure 2.1.6 shows the diamagnetic susceptibility of superconducting fine particles measured by Buhrman et al. [!OJ.

applied. In a small particle less than coherence length in diameter. the last

which agrees 11·ell with a theoretical prediction by Muhlschlegel et al.. In the

term of Eq.(2.2) is negligible and the order parameter y(x) is spatially constant.

critical region, a smearing of the transition from normal lo superconducting

In addition, 11·e can replace T in Eq.(2.3) by Tc near transition temperature.

phase is seen. In Fig.2.1.7 the Knight shifts of :\\!R measured by !do [11] is

As a result, Eq.(2.3) reduces lo a dimensionless form by changing 1·ariables
.>-' 12 = [u[/;rka'Tc:

shown. They also largely deviate from the BCS theory, sho11·ing the presence
of fluctuation.

(2.4)
with

2.1.3

8 = l/N(O)flk 8 T, = 5/ k1~,
b = 0 526, 6t = 1 - T/Tc,

(2.5)

Lower Size Limit for Superconductivity

The size dependence of the superconducting energy gap and the transition tem-

(2.6)

perature of fine particles is a question that is not clear yet. Although there

where fl is the val ume of the particle, and 5 is the mean electron energy spacing

has been many studies on this subject, their results are quite diflerent from

in the particle mentioned earlier. The exponent in Eq.(2.4) is sh01111 in Fig.2.1.5
as a function of the dimensionless order parameter.>-. As is seen from the figure.
fluctuation of order parameter is estimated to be

one another. The difl.erences of surface conditions of fine particles among these
experiments seem to complicate this problem.

(2.7)

It is interesting to ask what the lower size limit for superconductivity is.
Anderson argued that superconductivity would be destroyed 11·hen the mean
energy-level spacing 5 became larger than the superconducting energy gap 6

Let

experiments suggest that superconductivity remains when the size is reduced

us consider a particle size relevant to fluctuation. For example. again, for an

below the Anderson's limit [13] . There is no consensus on this issue to our
knowledge.

6),

(6jb)!l2

2(6/i)'/2

Amean = 6tj2b =

-----z::t

[12]. This means that the lower size limit is about 70
Therefore, the critical region 6t where fluctuation dominates is about
aluminum fine particle with a diameter of 100

8112

A, Tc = 1.2 K and 5 = 1.3 K gi1·e

6 ""

1. This means that fluctuation is important m·er the entire temperature
region belm1· Tc.

'·

-

---

-

--

--- -

r\1.

However,

Let us take the experiment by Zeller and Giae1·er [14] for example. They carried out tunneling spectroscopy of superconducting fine particles of Sn buried in
Sn oxides. The superconducting energy gaps were determined from conductance,·oltage characteristics that show suppression around zero bias 1·oltage. Their

Electronic properties of a superconductor can be classified into those of
Cooper pairs and quasi particles. Diamagnetic susceptibility is associated with
the former, while spin susceptibility with the latter. Hence, one can experimentally im·estigate the fluctuation effects by observing these quantities. They
are expected to deviate from the BCS theory near the transition temperature

-

A for

resu lts are shown in Fig.2.1.8. They concluded that for diameters from 360

A

to 100 A the energy gap slightly increases with a decrease in size. contrary to a
theoretical predict ion [15].

-

~
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Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

ll'ritten by
Ep+eV

In 1983 Binnig et al. first observed the 7x7 structure of Si(lll) surface with
scanning tunneling microscopy (ST:\1) [16]. Since its im·ention. ST:\1 has be-

J ex

Figure 2.2.1 shows the principle of STM operation . When the STM tip and
separation is about 10-50 A), a tunnel current flows if a bias voltage is applied
between them. The current is , by applying a \·oltage to the actuator to 11·hich

:~

(2.9)

+ eV),

(2.10)

ex p( r. EF

\\·here p(r , E) is the local density of states at point r. Thus, the deri\·ath·e
directly gives the density of stales of the sample surface. The main advantage

•

the tip is attached, fed back to the tip position so that the current can be kept
constant. 'vVhen the tip is scanned over the surface of the sample, the \'ertical
tip position is adjusted automatically to maintain the constant separation by
the feedback system. Since changes in the vertical tip position correspond to

of STS is that a local density of states of the surface can be obtained, while the
conventional tunneling spectroscopy only detects a density of states averaged
m·er a wide area.
There are so many applications of ST~I that we cannot treat all of them
in this thesis. \Ve will take only experiments on the charging efl'ect in Section
2.3.3. For redew, see Ref.[17] for example.

the surface structure, a surface image is thus obtained from the tip position,
namely, the voltage applied to the actuator.

2.3

Single Electron Tunneling and Coulomb
blockade

The tunnel current I follows the relation:
-2z
l exexpT,

p(r, E)dE,

Ep

come a powerful tool for surface itl\'estigation, and its application has spread
not only in surface physics, but also in many other fields such as cryophysics
and biology.
the sample are close enough that their wave functions of electrons o\·erlap (the

h

In late 1960's Zeller and Giaever [18] and Lamb and .Jaklevic [19] first stud-

(2.8)

ied charging efl'ects on single electron tunneling using a system of small metal
where z is the distance between the tip and the sample, A = h/(2m¢) 112 and

¢ is the work function of the material. A typical work function of metal o

=

4

eV gives A"=' l A. This means that the tunnel current is highly sensiti\·e to the
separation. An ideal resolution of STM for the z-direction is less than 0.1 A.
'\ext, we describe the principle of scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)(see
Fig.2.2.2). The concept is similar to conventional tunneling spectroscopy. \\'hen
an STM measurement is being done, the feedback loop is made open only a short
time, during which the bias \·oltage is ramped. The resulting current includes
information about the density of states of the sample surface. By assuming that

•

droplets sandwiched between two oxidized metal electrodes. Now the ad\·ance
of subm icron fabrication technique in recent years has brought about many new
findings about charging efl.ects .

2.3.1

B asic Concepts

Let us consider a small tunnel junction with an area smaller than
Fig.2.3.l). The capacitance C of such a junction is as small as

w- 2 {tm2 (see
w-' 6 F, and

the tunnel probability between the sample and the tip is constant regardless of

the charging energy e2 / 2C associated with a transfer of one electron through
the junction corresponds to 1 K in temperature. This means that the charging

= 0 are

energy strongly influences the transport properties at lo11· temperature. \Vhen

the bias voltage V, the tunnel current I and the derivative dl jdV at T

12
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the charge Q stored in the junction changes bye, the change in chaq;ing energy
amounts to

The energy diagram of the system is schematically shown in Fig.2.3.4, where

= C 1 + C2. If an electron transfers from the left electrode to the middle, the
Fermi level shifts up by the charging energy e2 /2C and a charge of eC2 /C passes
through the \·oltage supply. The increase in charging energy must be equal to

C

(2.11)
If IQI < e/2, the charging energy increases by a tunnel e\·ent; hence, an electron

the work done by the \Ultage supply, eVC2/C . Hence, the threshold miLage
for current fiow is found to be V = e/2C2 from the relation e2/2C = eVC2/C.
In the same way, an electron transfer from the middle to the left requires a

cannot transfer through the junction (see Fig2.3.2). This is called the Coulomb
blockade of tunneling.
To observe the Coulomb blockade, the resistance of the junction must be
larger than what is called the quantum resistance RQ
h/4e 2 If this condition
is not satisfied. electrons do not localize in one of the electrodes and the concept
of one by one electron tunneling is no longer justified. \ Ve will discuss this charge
fluctuation efl·ect again in Section 2.3.4.

=

Let us consider a junction biased by a current source.

The junction is

gradually charged up by constant electron flow till Q = e/2. \Vhen Q > e/2,
an electron, with certain probability, tunnels the junction and the charge Q
changes to Q- e, because it is no more Coulomb-blocked. The repetition of
this process results in a correlation of consequent tunneling events in time,
namely single-electron-tunneling (SET) oscillation. For more extensi,·e re,·iews,
see Ref.[3].

2.3.2

C oulomb Blockade in Double Junction Systems

A single junction system is desirable to im·estigate charging effects. for it is
simple and easy to analyze. However, it is difficult to realize it in an experiment
because the em·ironment, namely an outer circuit attached to it, strongly affects

•

threshold voltage V = e/2C1 . Thus, the threshold for current flow from the left
to the right electrode is the smaller of e/2C1 and e/2C2. An electron tunneling
is prohibited below this voltage (the Coulomb blockade).
When the junction is asymmetric (R 1 > R2, C 1 > C2), the current through
the system is limited by the higher resistance R 1 . A seldom electron transfer
through the junction 1 is quickly followed by that through the junction 2, keeping the number of electrons n on the middle electrode integer. With increasing
\-oltage across the junctions, n increases stepwise and correspondingly the voltage across the junction 1 .6. V = ( V C 1 + ne )/ C and the cu rrent .6. V / R 1 increase
stepwise [4]. The resulting step-like I-V characteristic is the called Coulomb
staircase, which has been experimentally observed [20]. The I - V characteristics of double junctions is obtained from the so-called orthodox theory. In this
theory, ensemble-averaged dynamics for the system is obtained from the master
equation for p(A, V, t) , the probability that there are N extra electrons on the
middle electrode at time t with applied voltage V. The number of electrons

the properties of a single junction . In contrast, in a multi-junction the inside

is treated as a classical variable, and the master equation describes stochastic
process of electron transfers. Their solution is given by Amman et al. [21] .
In Fig.2 .3.5 ,,.e show their solution for diflerent parameters. A clear Coulomb

electrodes are decoupled from the environment by the high tunnel resistances

staircase shows up for R 1 > R2 and C 1 > C2, while only a slight staircase is

and the charging effects can be easily seen. For this reason, multi-junction
systems have mainly been used experimentally so far.

seen for R 1 > R2 , C 1 < C2 or for R, = R2, C, = C2.
In real junctions, the Fermi levels of the electrodes are difl.erent in general

Let us consider the double junction system with capacitances C 1 and C 2, and
voltage supply V (Fig.2.3.3). When the resistances R 1 and R 2 are much greater
than the quantum resistance Rq, the system is described in a semi-classical way.

e,·en when no bias voltage is applied, owing to the difl.erence of work functions of
the electrode metals. To compensate the difl.erence of the Fermi levels, so-called
fract ional charge is stored on the middle electrode. The fractional charge Q 1

14
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shifts the threshold voltage by QJIC 1 and, when Q1 = e/2, completely washes
out the Coulomb blockade. One can also induce it by artificially attaching a gate

2.3.4

Quantum Fluctuation Effect on Coulomb blockade

to the middle electrode for the purpose of controlling the current flo"· through
the junctions. This de\·ice is called an SET transistor [20].

As mentioned earlier, when the resistance of the tunnel junction R is smaller
than the quantum resistance RQ , the Coulomb blockade disappears. This can be

2.3 .3

explained as the follm\·ing [29]. To transfer an electron from one electrode to the

Experiments Using STM

other, which are initially neutral. charging energy e2 /2C is needed. flowe\·er,

When a metal particle deposited on an oxidized metal substrate is probed with
an STM tip, a double junction system is realized as illustrated in Fig.2.3.6 [4].
Such an experiment has the following advantages:

t

if the energy-le\·el width 6.E of this state related to the decay time r is larger
than the charging energy e2 /2C, an electron can occupy the state virtually so
that no energy is needed to transfer an electron. This means that the Coulomb

• The junction parameters, namely resistance and capacitance, can be easily
changed by moving the tip.

blockade does not appear. The uncertainty principle 6."" h/r and T = RC, in
this way, lead toR> h/rre 2 as a condition for observing the Coulomb blockade.

• Extremely small capacitances ("" w-rs F) can be obtained. This enables

tion as a function of the junction conductance

Brown and Simanek calculated the de zero-bias conductance of a single juncexperiments at relati\·ely high temperature (sometimes e\·en at room temperature).
Bentum et al.

first observed the Coulomb blockade using an STM [22].

They claimed that no particle

\\"aS

present between the tip and the substrate,

and that they observed the Coulomb blockade with a single junction. However,
a metallic impurity embedded in the oxide layer seems to have formed a double
junction system in their experiment [23]. Willkins et al. [24] used a metal
droplet deposited on a substrate and observed clear Coulomb staircases, which
quantitati\·e!y agree with the theory by Mullen et al .. As for an experiment at
room temperature, Schiinenberger et al. first observed a clear Coulomb staircase
[25]. Few groups have reported observing the sample surface with an STM in
this kind of experiment [26], probably owing to feedback instability resulting
from scanning o\·er an oxidized surface. i'dcGreer et al. used a superconducting
particle as a middle electrode [27]. They showed that in an observed Coulomb
staircase the voltage \\·idth of the step that crossed zero bias was larger than
that of other steps. This is, they claimed, due to superconductivity of the
particle and consistent with a theory by idullen et al. [28]

K;/

and the temperature by use

of functional-integral description [30]. They claimed that there is a precipitous
transition from the Coulomb gap to the Ohmic behavior at R""

RQ at low tem-

perature. Their result is shown in Fig.2.3. i. Geerlig et al. [31] measured a series
of resistances of multi-junctions and claimed that the temperature dependence
are in good agreement with the theory by Brown and Simanek. The dependence
on the junction resistance, howe\·er, seems to change gradually contrary to the
theory.
r\lthough other theories and experiments hm·e been carried out, it appears
that the crossover behavior near RQ has not been understood yet . Further
studies are needed to clarify this problem in terms of both experiment and
theory.

3.1 . .\IECH..l..\'ICAL DES/C.\'

Fig.3 .1.l(a) . the head im·oh·es a scanner, a sample holder, and a tip.
frame of the head is made of stainless steel because of its hardness.

Chapter 3
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1

The

Scanner

STM Design and Operation
Although many STill systems are commercially m·ailable these days, ll'e hm·e
built our original ST'.l instruments. This has allowed us to improve the system
easily and use it in a ,·ersatile way. The STM consists of the three main parts : a
mechanical component, electronics, and a personal computer( PC). For a reviell'
of STM instrumentation, see Ref.[32] .

t

Figure 3.1.l(b) sho11·s details of the scanner. The scanner is, in favor of its
compact size, composed of four piezoelectric actuators, 11·hich are glued to one
another with Stycast 2850. For a simultaneous motion of the scanner in the
vertical (Z) and lateral(XY) directions, four difrerent ,·oltages are applied; (VzVx, Vz+ Vx) to one pair of actuators and (Vz- Vy, Vz+ Vy) to the other. The
voltage Vz moves the scanner in the vertical di rection, wh ile Vx or Vy bends it
like a bimetal to make a lateral motion .
Piezoelectric actuators are accumu lated types (TOK IN, NLA-1.--l x 3 x 9),

3.1

which realize a large piezoelectric constant of 65 nm/V. Since the responce of
piezoelectric actuator is highly reduced at low temperature while it is necessary
to keep the size small, this large piezoelectric constant is advantageous for lm1·
temperature use. The ,-oltage applied to the scanner is 110 V at maximum .

Mechanical Design

The mechanical component of the ST'.tl comprises the following parts.

which corresponds to a scanning range of 310 nm in the lateral direction and a
stroke of 78 nm in the vertical direction at 4.2 K. The scanner is calibrated by
obsen ·ing a regular metal pattern fabr icated with electron beam lithography.

• Tunneling and scanning assembly (STM head)
• Sample-tip approach mechan ism

Tip

• Cryostat and vi brat ion iso lation

3.1.1

A tip is one of the most important parts of the ST'. l system, because rel iability of STM experiments is high ly dependent on a tip. For this reason, 11·e used
commercial ST i'd t ips (Ptl r, mechan ical etching, SEIKO ). although self-made

Head

Since a complex vibration isolation system cannot be incorporated into the STM
cryostat, a high resonance frequency of the head is needed to realize a stable

STM tips, such as ones made by electrochemical etching, are \\'idely used.

feedback operation. This requi res the compact size and hardness of the head
which are crucial criteria for a lo\1'-temperature ST iV! design . Compactness i~
also necessary because of the limited space in t he cryostat. As is shown in

Sample Holder
1

We are indebted to D r.T. I-Iasegawa of Ki tazawa grou p for the mechanical design.
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Cryostat and Vibration Isolation

holder when ST\l measurement is running. r\t the same time. it is desirable
that one can easily remm·e or fix a sample. To meet these t1m demands . we
have de1·ised a rather simple sample holder that is shown in Fig.3.l.1(c). \lica
sheets are inserted between the sample and the sample holder, so that electrical
isolation bet11·een them may be kept good.

The cryostat includes a com·entional Dewar 1·essel 42 mm in inner diameter and
i50 mm in length. The ST\l head is directly immersed in liquid helium stored
in the Dewar vessel, and temperature can be changed from 4.2 K to 1.6 K by
pumping liquid helium.
We have not employed a full vibration isolation system because it is hard to
do so as mentioned earlier. \\"e only used is a widely adopted, simple air spring
11~th

an air compressor, on which the cryostat is placed. In contrast to this,

11·hen designing a low-temperature ST\ l, one needs to pay more attention to

3.1.2

Sample-Tip Approach Mechanism

noises arising in the cryostat. for example, helium bubbles induced by pumping
produce large noise, making measurements impossible. \Ve sometimes detected

To carry out an STill measurement, the tip needs to be brought within about 2
nm from the sample surface 11·ithout a contact of the tip and the sample. This
requires much care about an approach mechanism.

large noise that makes the feedback unstable even at 4.2 K or at temper·atures
below the>. point. It appears that this is due to flows of liquid helium caused
by thermal gradient.

Figure 3.1.2 sho11·s the schematic diagram of the sample-tip approach mechanism that we adopted.

The sample is brought in the proximity of the tip

to about 15 11-m during preparation. The stepping motor, which is dri1·en by
computer-generated pulses, rotates the rod that runs from the outside of the
cryostat to the head. The rod rotates the screw in turn and mm·es it back11·ard.

3.2

Electronics Design

The electronic circuits of the STM are composed of three parts: current/voltage
converter(i.e. preamplifier), main feedback circuits, and computer 1/0.

This displacement is reduced by the lever by a ratio of 1/4, thus bringing the
sample to the tip. Since one step of the stepping motor is 1/105 of a rotation.
and a pitch of the screw is 0.2 mm, the displacement per step is 0.5 nm, which
is sufficiently small for our purpose.

3.2.1

Circuit Diagram

Figure 3.2 .1 shows the circuit diagram of the STM system. A tunnel current
caused by the bias voltage bet11·een the sample and the tip is com·erted into a

Once a tunnel current bet11·een the tip and the sample is detected, the tip

1·oltage by the preamplifier, and then compared with the reference voltage. The

is dra11·n back to amid a contact. Then, again, the tip is brought to the sample

difrerence between the two voltage values is low-pass filtered, amplified with the

slowly by applying voltages to the scanner and expanding it, and finally a

high voltage amplifier, and applied to the Z-scanner, which changes the height of

feedback tunnel current is obtained. When a measurement is being done, the

the tip. The negati1·e feedback loop keeps the tunnel current constant, resulting

rod is kept detached from the screw to prevent undesirable disturbances com ing
in through the rod.

in a constant distance between the sample and the tip .
The scanning motion is produced by applying voltage ramps, which are
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generated by the PC and high voltage amplifiers, to the X- and Y- scanners.

the range of ±1 Vis selected. the resolution of the bias voltage is about 0.02 mV.

The voltage applied to the Z-scanner is also put into the PC. and, when the X- Y

These range and resolution are suitable for measuring both a superconducting
energy gap and a Coulomb-blockade onset ,-oJtage for fine particles.

scanning is performed, shown on the display monitor in the form of the sample
surface corrugation. The bias ,·oltage and the reference ,·oltage determining the
tunnel current ,·alue can be changed by the PC.

3.2.3

An STS procedure is as follows. First, the feedback loop is made open.
and the bias ,·oltage is ramped. The resultant change in the tunnel current is
recorded in the PC memory, and finally the feedback loop is made closed again .

3.2.2

Pre amplifier and Bias Supply

The preamplifier is the most important electronic component that determines
the whole performance of the circuits. Since detected tunnel current is small.
typically 100 pA, and easily affected by noise, it is demanded that the inputbias-current of the preamplifier be much smaller than the tunnel current and
noise be as low as possible.
Figure 3.2.2(a) shows the circuit of the preamplifier. Using a resistance of
10 :vrn, a gain of 10 7 V /A is obtained. The operational amplifier(OP-amp)
in this circuit is an AD549(Analog Devise), \\·hich has sufficiently low input-

•

Main circuits

The output of the preamplifier is fed to the main feedback circuit, details of
which are shown in Fig.3.2.2(b) . ll includes the following components.

First-st age amplifie r
The difierence of the input signal and the ground Je,·eJ is amplified with a
gain of 10 to compensate the difJ'erent ground Je,·eis of the preamplifier and
the main circuit. It also plays a role of buffering the input signal that comes
through a long coaxial cable.

Logarithmic amplifier
The signal is im·erted if negati,·e because the logarithmic amplifier needs

bias-current(0.15 pA, typical). To reduce noise, the power of the preamplifier

a positi,·e input regardless of the sign of the tunnel current. The logarithmic
amplifier is a Log100(Burr Brown), which linearizes the exponential beha,·ior of

is supplied from two batteries .

the tunnel current. This component has t\\·o advantages : the open-loop gain of

Since the lead con necting the preamplifier and the sample is a long, highimpedance line, it is particularly anected by noise and a leakage current from
this line must be sufficiently small.

Para~itic

the control system becomes independent of the sample-tip separation, and the
difficu lt ies associated with stabilizing a. nonlinear system are avoided.

capacitance of the lead should

also be small because it tends to make the circuit unstable. For these reasons
we have adopted a plain fo rmalin-coated lead covered wit h a sh ielding stainless
tube. In addition, terminals of the sample-preamp lifier li ne are made of Tefion
to reduce leakage current.
The bias voltage is generated by a 16-bit digital/analog converter(DAC),
which is directly connected to the PC, to faci li tate STS measurements. T he
bias voltage range can be selected from ±10 mV to ±10 V. For example, when

Comparator
T he comparator compares the output of the logarithmic amplifier and a
reference voltage that determines the tunnel current, and outputs the difrerence
of the two.

Integrator
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This component has a set of resistors ranging from 100 kfl to 10

~1!1
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and a
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Compute r a nd Software

capacitor of 1.1 J.LC . resulting in a time constant RC from 0.1 s to 10 s. For an
open-loop gain A, a Lime constant of the imegrator

T,

A PC-9801-R.-\(NEC) is used for the PC. The program that controls the 11·hole
STM system is written in the C-language, which is suitable for low-iel·el control

and a response time of

the feedback s1·stem TJ, 11·e get

of a hardware. After an
TJ = T,jA.

For example, typical values A = 100, Ti = 0.1 s provide TJ = 1 ms. Thus, the
integrator determines the response time of the STM feedback system.

High-voltage amplifier
In the final stage, the feedback signal added to a DAC-generated offset
voltage is put into the high-voltage amplifier with a gain of 20 and a output
range of ±110 V. This high-voltage amplifier is not appropriate for a roomtemperature measurement, for the gain of the feedback loop is too high because
of the large sensiti1·ity of the scanner at room temperature. For this purpose,
an alternati1·e amplifier with a gain of 2 and an output range of ±13 Vis used.

3 .2.4

Computer 1/ 0

The bias mltage and the reference voltage for the tunnel current are generated by the PC and 16-bit DAC"s. The X- and Y- voltages and the Z-offset
voltage are also provided by the PC and DAC's. The tunnel current converted
by the preamplifier and the Z-total voltage, which is the sum of the integrator output and the Z-offset 1·oltage, are sent to the PC through analog-digital
com·erters(ADC's ).
A computer can be a great noise source because it has a number of digital
IC's and fast CPU clock pulses. To protect the STM circuit from the PC noise,
the ground of the PC and that of the STi\11 circuit are iso lated using photoisolators .

ST~l

measurement, data stored in the disk can be

processed 11·ith other software to make clear images or graphs.

(3.1)

•
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addition. In easily forms isolated particles when thermally deposited. which is
also adequate for our experi ments. For normal-metal partic les, we chose Au or
Ag. also in consideration of their inertness.

Chapter 4

Some of the samples thus fab ricated were obsezYed with an atom ic force
microscope(AF\l) (Tiv!X2000, Topometrix) to check the particle sizes. Figures

Experiments
4.1

S a mple Prepa ration

We prepared the samples by thermally evaporat ing metals fmm a crucibl e in

•

a vacuum chamber at a pressure of about 3 x 10- 6 Torr. First, Au or Ag was
depos ited on a substrate as a base layer. The thickness, monitored by a quartz
oscillator thickness gauge, \\'as about 600

A.

A t hick.

4. 2

Mea sure1nents

After setting the sample. the STM head was inserted into a cryostat to measure

The base layer is thick enough

that it forms a continuous film. Then a small amount of AI, 10

4.1.1(a)(b) show a typical AFM image of the base layer and that of a sample
surface. After taken out from the e1·aporation chamber, the sample 11·as immediately mounted on an ST'-l head to a\·oid surface ox idization and contamination .

a feedback current at room temperature. The sample and the measurement

11·as

system 11·ere checked through th is procedure. The coo ling down of the ST'-l

deposited on the base layer, and oxidized through exposu re to pure oxygen at
pressure of 0.1 Torr for 30 minutes. AI tends to make a continuous film instead
of a granular one when t hermally deposited and has few pin holes when oxidized.
This nature of AI is adequate for a tunnel barrier. Last, a thin layer of Au , Ag,
or In about 10 to 50 A in mass t hickness was deposited in order to form isolated

head to the liquid nitrogen temperature should be done slowly because rapid
decrease in temperature fatally damages the piezoelectric actuator. For this
purpose, helium exchange gas was introduced in the inner De\\·ar. and the head
was cooled down with liquid nitrogen stored in the outer Dewar. It took se1·eral
hours for the temperature inside the Dewar to become that of liquid nitrogen.

particles. To ensure that the last layer became isolated particles ins tead of a
continuous film, substrate temperature was raised if necessary.

1.6 K to 4.2 K.

v\'e chose a silicon wafer or a freshly cl eaved mica as the substrate.

lvleasurements \\'ere carried out in liquid helium at temperatures ranging from

In

\Nhen the sample surface is scanned to take an image, an 01·er-fast scan

particular, we used a cleaved mica to observe a sample surface. \ Vhen a certain

is undesirabl e because it causes the tip to contact with the sample, damaging

kind of metal such as Ag and Au is thermally deposited on a clea1·ed mica 11·hose
200 oc), an extremely flat layer is obtained

both of them. A scanning time of 20 minutes was chosen to take an image
of a 200 nmx200 nm area. Although this is relati1·ely long compa red to the

[33]. This makes it easy to distinguish the particles from the corrugation of the
base layer when one takes a sample image using ST:VI.

usually adopted 1·alue, temperature stability in liquid helium excludes a possible
thermal drift due to the long scanning time.

For experiments 11·ith superconducting particles, we used In for the last layer.
Since In is relatively inert among the superconducting metals, it is advantageous
for the use in STM experiments, which fa1·oz-s a. clean metalli c surface. In

To take an I-V characteristics at a certain point of the sample, 11·e used the
conventional STS method. The feedback loop was made open for 0.5 second,

temperature is kept high(lOO oc

~

during 11·hich the bias 1·oltage was ramped, and made closed again to stabilize
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the current. This cycle was repeated 80 times and a\·craged to reduce high
frequency noise. The resultant current was numerically diflerentiated to get a

Chapter 5

conductance-voltage characteristics. \Ve also measured I-V characteristics for
dif!erent heights of the ST\1 tip to the sample. For an experiment with normalmetal particles, the displacement of the tip was controlled, ,,·hile for that with
superconducting particles, the feedback current ,,·as controlled.

Results and Discussion

•

5.1
5.1.1

Norma l-Met a l Fine P a rticles
Coulomb Blo cka d e a nd the Coulomb Staircase

In this section, we show our results in detail to demonstrate the capability
of our STM and samples for reproducing past experiments. We have routinely
obsen·ed I-V cur,·es showing t he Coulomb blockade for many samples. Figure
5.1.1 and Figure 5.1.2. show typical Coulomlrblockade I-V characteristics. In
Fig.5.1.1, one can see current suppression region around zero bias and almost
linear increase abm·e the threshold voltage. The overall shape is similar to the

I - V cun·e for symmetric case in Fig.2.3.5, t hough the increase in current at
the threshold is slightly slow. In contrast, Fig.5.1.2 shows a clear step- like cun·e
with equ idistant width, namely the Coulomb staircase. As explained in Section
2.3.2, the Coulomb staircase appears when the system is asymmetric. The shift
of about 50 mV in bias voltage, which is often observed in STM experiments, is
attributed to a fractional charge in the particle. It is said that a charge trapped
in an impurity in the oxide layer plays a role of the gate in an SET transistor
and induces the fractional charge [24].
Let us estimate a parameter for the Coulomb staircase in Fig.5.1.2. \Nhen C,
is the larger capacitance of the two, the step width/::;. V of the Coulomb staircase
equals to e/C1 . From the figure, t:;.V

= 320 mV gives C 1 = 0.51 aF (aF = w-' 8

F). \Ve identify the capacitance of the substrate-particle junction as C 1 , because
this junction contains the aluminum oxide layer with a large dielectric constant
27
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c,.("" 10) and has a larger junction area than the other one. For the particle
diameter 2r, the thickness of oxide layer d, we obtain the follo11·ing relation by
assuming a parallel-plate capacitor model (Fig.5.1.3):

5.1. NORMAL-JJETAL FIXE PAf{fiCLES
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For a large structure such as this case, it is difficult to know the precise
structure of the sample surface using ST:VI or AF:Vl from the following reasons.
First, an ST~I or AF~ I image is, in general, a com·olution of surface structures
of both the tip and the sample. In other words, the image reflects the structure

(5.1)

ST~ l

tip is often too

A

dull to probe ,·alleys of the surface. This makes particle images apparently in
contact with one another and larger than the real sizes.

measured

In contrast to the above case, we were not able to get clear and reproducible
images when the Coulomb blockade was easily observed at many points. Such

This relation giws 2r = 29 A. which is reasonable for the mass thickness 10
of the last deposited layer.
Figure 5.1.4 shows the Coulomb-blockade 1- V characteristics

of the tip as 11·ell as that of the sample. :--roreover, the

at room temperature. The charging energy is estimated to be 200 meV from
the oflset mltage. This energy corresponds to 2.4 x 10 3 K, which is much larger
than the room temperature. This shows that the Coulomb blockade can be seen
even at room temperature if the charging energy is large enough.

a sample is expected to contain many isolated particles, so that the oxide layer
can be probed directly with the ST:VI tip. From the comparison of the two types
of samples, we conclude that contacts of the tip with the oxide layer make the

The results in this section are in accordance with pre,·ious experiments, such
as that by \\'illkins et al. 124).

ST:VI feedback unstable and consequently pre,·ent an image to be gained. To

5.1.2

Amman et al. 126).

gain a reproducible image, the sample should be prepared in such a way that
topmost layer particles covers almost all area of the surface, as pointed out by

Surface Images

Figure 5.1.5 shO\\'S two STM images of the same surface area of a sample
Ag30A/ Ah0310A/ Ag550A/mica. As is seen from them, reproducibility of the
image is fairly good. The area of one "island" is about 30 nmx 50 nm, which

5.1.3

Smearing of the Coulomb Blockade Caused by
Sample-Tip Approach

agrees well ,,·ith the AFM images (Fig.4.1.1(b)) of the same sample. ,\pparent
slight corrugation is due to low-pass filtering of software process for reducing

When biased by a voltage source, a single junct ion with small capacitance does

noise. Bet,,·een the two scans, I - V curves were measured at se,·eral points by
STS. Coulomb-blockade features were obtained at points A, C, and E. but not
in many other points. The of!set voltage of these I -V curves are 40 mV, 10

the quantum resistance Rq. This is because, if an electron tunnels the junction,

mV, and 12 mV, respectively, which correspond to particle diameters of 59 A
, 120 A and 110 A. These diameters are rather different from the size of islands
mentioned abo,·e. The discrepancy shows that the observed Coulomb blockade
features are not of the "islands" that are visible in Fig.5.1.5, but of smaller
particles. We belie,·e that Au "islands" co\·ers a large part of the substrate and
are connected to one another in spite of its appearance.

not exhibit charging efiect even if the junction resistance R is much higher than
the ,·oltage source quickly responds to the change to keep the charge in the
junction constant. Hence, it leads to no increase in charging energ~·. resulting
in no Cou lomb blockade. 1 Therefore, it is expected, in our experiment, that
the Coulomb blockade disappears when the STM tip approaches the part icle
and the junction resistance bet ween them becomes zero; i.e., the system turns
1This

is related to the difficulty of observing the charging effect using current-biased single

junction. Parasitic capacitance of the leadS1 which is much larger than the junction capacita n ce~

plays a role of vo ltage source and washes out the charging efrect in real experiments.
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from double junctions in to a single junction. \\'e can put th is in another way.
That is, electrons in the middle electrode are 11·eJJ localized when t he resistances

5.2

of the adjacent junctions are sufficiently high. Howe1·er. they come to fluctuate
as one of resistances becomes smal ler than a certain value, and consequent ly

5 .2.1

Supe rconducting Fine P articles
Pre liminary E x p er ime nt on a Sup e rconduct ing
T hin F ilm

the Coulomb blockade disappears . The critical resistance for mnishment of the
Coulomb blockade is expected to be about !?cJ( = 6.5 ki!) from the ar·gument in
Section 2.3.4.
Figure 5.1.6 shows a typical result of such an experiment. \ Ve mowd the tip

As a preliminary experimem, we measured the energy spectrum of a thin ln film
with 3000 A thickness by STS at 1.6 K. Figure 5.2 .1 shows its typical result.
The dip around zero bias voltage and t he two peaks adjacent to it are due
to superconducting energy gap. I-lm1·e1·er, the spacing between the two peaks

to the sample by 9 Aafter obtaining one I - V characteristics and repeated t his
process five times . The sequence of the measurements is shown by the numbers
(1)-(5). It is seen that the Coulomb staircase was gradually smeared as the
tip approached t he particle and finally changed to a nearly Ohmic beha1·ior.

2L>p-p(= 2.4 meV) is quite larger than the energy gap 2i:>(= 1.00 meV at l.6
K) of In . (To determine the peak spacing precisely, 11·e used the in tersect ions of

In this measurement the total shift of the ST:-.1 Lip 11·as 36 A. Although the
dependence of the particle-tip resistance on the separation may be 11·eak, we

energy gap 2i:>. In addition, the decrease in conductance around zero bias is

expect that the resistance varied to a considerable extent. Hence, the change

cf f I cf V- V cu n·e and the line cf I I cf V = 0.) For the BCS-Iike supercond uctor,
the peak spacing 2f>p-p in the spectrum should be equal to its superconducting
not so sharp as expected from the BCS theory. These features of the spect rum

of 1 - V characterist ics indicates that the Coulomb blockade in the double-

of a superconductor are often seen in ot her STS measurements [3-l[.
The enhancement and smearing of energy gap are explained by cons idering

junction system is slowly lifted as one of the resistances of the junct ions becomes

the life time of quasi particles [35]. If the life time of quasi particle

smaller. The critical res istance for lifting may be around l?cJ , but it is not well
defined. In the figure, the asymptotic resistance in the high-bias region is almost
constant (;:,;; 3 Mil). Since it nearly equals to the higher base-particle resistance,
this shows that the change of 1 - V characteristics was really induced by the

the density of states p(E) of a superconductor is written by

variation of the tip- particle resistance.

where fq = !ilr, is an energy width associated with the life time. and E is
the energy measured from the Fermi le1·el. By taking into account the efl.ect of

Amman et al. first obsen·ed smearing of the Coulomb staircase using an
ST:. I [26], but they mentioned it only briefly. We went furth er into detailed
observation of smearing process of the Coulomb staircase. Our result indicates
that ST:VJ is capab le of studying the crosso1·er bet11·een the Coulomb- blockade
regime and the Ohmic regime. With detailed information about the tip height
and a decay length of the wave function of the surface state, we could determine
the behavior in this region more precisely.

Tq

is finite,

(5.2)

temperature, we fit the data to Eq.(5.2) to obtain 6 = 0.65 meV and 1, = 0.38
meV. \ \'e note that the observed peak spacing 2i>p-p and the real energy gap
26 must be distinguished .
Although the fitting is excellent, some disagreement remains between the
energy gap determined by the experiment (6 = 0.65 meV at 1.6 K) and that
of a bu lk (6 = 0.50 meV at 1.6 K) . It is well known that the transition temperature (Tc) of a superconducting film could be higher than that of a bulk,
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probably owing to a difference in the electron-phonon coupling . The residual
enhancement of the energy gap in this experiment may be related LO the in-

and the zero bias conductance changed to a finite ,·alue. Figure 5.2.3(b) sho11·s

crease in Tc· From the a,·eraged value of the same experiments, 11·e obtained

ad/ / dV- V cun·e for the case (2) . The dip around zero bias \"Oitage and the

6 = 0.70 meV as an energy gap of a superconducting film at 1.6 K, 11·hich gi,·es
6 = 0. 7-! me V at 0 K. \\"e 11·ill use this ,·al ue later.
For an origin of the finite life time of quasi particles, large current densities
inherent to ST.\ I and/or surface contamination are possible [3-l). 0/o change of
the spectra, however, 11·ith an increase in current from 100 pr\ to 10 n.-\ excludes
the origin of high current density. On the other hand. a crash of the tip into the
sample sometimes induces a clearer energy gap. Hence, we believe that surface
contamination plays an important role for this non-ideal BCS-Iike beha,·ior.

two peaks adjacent to it are characteristics of superconducting energy gap. The
spacing bet,,·een the t\\"O peaks 26p-p in the spectrum is 2.6 meV. The shape

tip closer to the patticle (curve(2)). It is seen that the staircase 11·as smeared

of the spectrum and the peak spacing 26p-p almost equal to those of the thin
In film shmm in Fig.5.2.l.
r\s expected, 11·e found that superconducting energy gap appears when the
Coulomb blockade disappeared. This phenomenon is interesting from the following t11u points of vie11·.
1. It is a sort of transition from the Coulomb-blockade-dominating phase to
the superconducti,·ity-dominating phase.

5.2.2

Transition from the Coulomb Gap to the Superconducting Energy Gap

r\s seen in the previous section, the Coulomb blockade disappears when the
STM tip approaches the particle and the resistance of the tip-particle junction
gets small enough so that fluctuation of the charge on the particle becomes
large. Then what will happen if the particle is superconducting ? When the
particle is as small as 100 A, the Coulomb-blockade ofl.set voltage is larger
than superconducting energy gap, of the order of 1 m V. Hence, it is difficult
to see superconducting energy gap in the larger Coulomb-blockade structure.
However, superconducting energy gap is expected to appear after the Coulomb
blockade will \·anish with approach of the tip to the particle.
Figure 5.2.2 shows a typical AFM image of the sample used in this experiment. The topmost layer is made of isolated In particles. We did not take an
image 11ith the STM by the reason discussed in Section 5.1.2. Figure 5.2.3(a)
shows t11·o I - V characteristics for diflerent distances between the tip and the
particle. First, we obtained a clear Coulomb staircase (curve(1)). The current
suppression region 13 mV in width around zero bias voltage shows that a particle about 150 A in diameter was present under the tip . Then we mo\·ed the

2. \Ve are capable of spectroscopy of a single superconducting fine particle
using this technique.
Although many experiments on superconducting fine particles have been
carried out by l\:IIR [11)[13) , their samples are all ensembles of small particles
and the measured quantity is not energy spectrum, but such as the Knight shift
and spin-lattice relaxation time. Zeller and Giaever determined the energy gap
of superconducting fine particles by means of tunneling spectroscopy [14), but
they also used samples of ensembles of particles and could not obtain energy
spectrum . .\lcgreer et al. obserwd the effect of superconducti,·ity of a single
particle on the Coulomb staircase [27), but this is not an obsen·ation of energy
spect rum. The present experiment is the first to carry out spectroscopy of a
single particle.

5.2.3

Particle-Size Dependence

vVe have estimated the size of a particle from the Cou lomb-blockade oflset voltage before its vanishment using the relation of Eq.(5.1). This estimation is
more reliable t han that from an ST:VI or r\FM part icle image, which tends to

3-l
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== 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, which correspond to 2r == 170 A, 78 A, 5·1 A. respecti,·ely
for In particles. Here, 2>(0) is the energy gap of the material at T = 0 K. \re

6

gi,·e a larger particle size than the real diameter as discussed in Section 3.1.2.
In Fig.3.2.-l we plot the peak spacing 22>p-p ,·er·sus the particle diameter 2r.
As seen from the graph. the peak spacing slightly increases \\·ith a decrease in

determined 2> and r. by choosing 2>(0) == 0. 74 meV from the fitting of thin

diameter from 230 r\ to 50 A. This is contrary to the expected beha,·ior that
superconducti\·ity should be suppressed as the particle size decreases. because
a larger peak spacing means a larger energy gap in general.

films. In addition, we took into account the effect of the finite life time of quasi
particles by replacing r. with r. + r". This replacement seems appropriate
because Eq.(5.3) has the same form as Eq.(5.2). \\'e assumed that 2>(0) and

r" are independent of the particle diameter. The result is plotted in Fig.5.2.4
along with the experimental data. Qualitati,·e agreement with the theory and

Let us consider the reason why the peak spacing 22>p-p increases with a
decrease in size. As described in Section 2.1.2, the order parameter thermally
fluctuates \\·hen a particle is small enough that its superconducting condensation
energy is comparable to the temperature. Sone calculated the density of states
of a superconducling fine particle in the dirty limit and at temperatures with
relati,·ely \\·ide range /36). According to his theory, the fluctuation reduces the

the experiment suggests that the enhancement of the peak spacing is due to
fluctuation.
Aside from the fluctuation effect, there have been studies on increase in Tc
of a superconducting fine particle so far /15). Increase in Tc and associated

life time of Cooper pairs '• and, as a result, smears the otherwis~ sharp density
of states. In addition, it broadens energy gap t; effectively compared to that
gi,·en by the BCS theory. The enhancement of the peak spacing originates from

enhancement of energy gap may explain our experimental result. In the next
section, we \\·ill compare the fluctuation effect with the increase in Tc to discuss
the origin of the gap enhancement.

both smearing and increase in energy gap. The density of states p(E) subject
to fluctuation is \\Titten by

5.2.4
p(E) == Re [

E

+ ir.

j(E + ir.) 2

]
-

2> 2

Figures 5.2.7(a)(b) sho\\· the temperature dependence of the spectrum of an In

(5.3)
'

particle 160

where r. = h/rs is an energy width associated with the life time, and E is
the energy measured from the Fermi level. Figure 5.2.5 shows the density of

diameter and that of an In film 3000

A in

thickness. From

For a fine particle, we obsen·ed at 1.6 K a gap structure with 22>p-p=2.5 meV,
similar to Fig.5.2.3(b). When temperature increased to 2.2 K and 2.7 K, the
two peaks seen at 1.6 K disappeared and the gap structure was smeared. Last,
the dip around zero bias voltage disappeared at 3.1 K. I f the dip was due to the

al. /13) (Fig.5.2.6); it increases faster than the BCS prediction below Tc . Since
the spin-lattice relaxation time below Tc scales to exp(6jk 8 T), this fast rise is

Coulomb blockade, it would not disappear around these temperatures, because
a Coulomb gap (2.5 meV) is much higher than the temperature. Considering
that the transition temperature of In is 3.4 K, the dip structure arises from superconductivity. However, the change of the spectrum of a fine particle is rather

2

\\·e calculated the spacing 26p-p for the present experiment using Eq.(5.3).
From Ref./36), one can obtain 6/6(0) and r./2>(0) as functions ofT for
2

A in

bottom to top, temperature \\·as ,·aried as T=l.6 K, 2.2 K, 2.7 K, and 3.1 K.

states for 8 == 0.1, l.O. The enhancement of energy gap is one of the origins
of the anomalously long spin-lattice relaxation time measured by Kobayashi et

attributed to a larger energy gap than that from the BCS theory.

Temperature Dependence

different from that of a thin film. For the thin film , the bm peaks characterizing

The other origin of the long relaxation time is the finite energy levels in the particle [37J.

superconducting energy gap \\·as maintained until the gap disappeared at 3.1

----

-

-

-

-- -

...

,_
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO.\'

K. \\'e belie,·e that the difference between the two temperature dependences
can be attributed to fluctuation of the order parameter in a fine particle. It
is probable that fluctuation smoothes out the superconducLing gap structure,

Chapter 6

which is characterized by the two peak5 near zero bias. Although this argument
is in accordance with the enhancement of the peak spacing 26p-p described
in the abm·e section, it does not exclude the possibility of increase in Tc in

Conclus ion

a small particle. Indeed, some disagreement between the experiment and the
fluctuation theory may be ascribed to this effect.

We ha,·e investigated the Coulomb blockade of tunneling in a small double
junction system using STM/STS and a normal-metal fine particle on an oxidized
metal substrate. The following results were obtained in this experiment.

The shapes of the spectrum of the particle at 2.2 K and 2. 7 K are much
difle.rent from that calculated from the theory of Sone (see Fig.5.2.5). This is
not astonishing because, although Sene's theory includes a variety of efl"ects, it
assumes a rather simple form Eq.(5.3) with only two parameters as the density

• \\'e obserYed clear I - V characteristics showing the Coulomb blockade.

of states. We stress that this unexpected shape of energy gap has been clarified
by spectroscopy of a single fine particle.
Finally, 1\·e briefly mention possible other efl"ects in our experiment. In the
range of particle size less than 100

A in

In particular, the Cou lomb staircase was routinely obsen·ed.
• We took a surface image of a sample that sho,,·ed Coulomb-blockade features.

diameter, the Kubo eflect is expected

The condition for surface imaging was found to be that metal

to be important . I-lowe\·er, low tunneling resistance of the junction beh,·een the

particles covers almost entire region of the surface, pre\·enting contacts of

tip and the particle will make short the life time of electrons in the particle

the ST:..I tip to the oxide layer.

and destroy the discrete energy levels. Consequently, the Kubo efl"ect will not

• The Coulomb staircase is smeared gradually and e\·entually disappeared
as the STY! tip approaches the particle. This indicates that the critical

appear. The interaction between electrons in the particle and those in the
tip may cause another efl"ect, such as the Andreev reflection 1381. A. junction
made of a normal metal and a superconductor exhib its increase in current by a
factor of two below the bias voltage equal to the superconducting energy gap.
J-Io,,·ever, as far as our results, it did not occur. For the Andreev reflection to

resistance for the trans ition from the Cou lomb-blockade regime to the
Ohmic regime is not well defined .
We have also studied superconducting fine particles by STS. The results are

be obsen·ed, the two metals should be in good electric constant. 'v\"e believe

sum marized as follm,·s.

that thin oxide layer that covers the In particle separates it from the ST1Vl tip,
pre\·enting the eflect from taking place.

• Energy gap of superconducting thin film measured by STS was broadened
and smeared. This is due to finite life time of quasi particles.
• For a fine particle, superconducting energy gap shm,·ed up after the ,·anishement of t he Coulomb blockade caused by tip approach. This permitted
spectroscopy of a single superconduct ing fine particle.
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CHAPTER 6. COSCLUSfON
• \Ye measut·ed the dependence of t he peak spacing in the spectrum of a
superconducting fine particle on its diameter. The peak spacing increases
with a decrease in particle d iameter from 250 A lo 50 A. This dependence
qualitati,·ely agrees with the theory by Sone, \rhich considers superconducting fluctuation.
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(a) bulk metal

(b) fine particle

Fig.2.1.1 Energy diagram of a bulk metal and a fin e particle .
(a) Energy spectrum is continuous and electron can freely
leave and enters into it. (b) Energy spectrum is discrete.
The number of electron in the particle is fix ed .
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Fig.2.1.2 Ground state and a first excited state of a normal-metal
fine particle for even and odd e lectron number.
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(a) NMR absorption differential line shape of AI particles with
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in parentheses are the half value width of diameter distribution.
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Schematic view of the STM head.
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Fig.5 .1.3 A parallel capacitor model for estimating a particle
radius r from a Coulomb blockade offset voltage Voff
The oxide layer is d in thickness.
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(b) An STM image of Ag grains taken at 4.2K after STS.
The sample is the same as that of (a).
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Fig.5. 1. 6
Changes of I-V characteristics caused ~y tip- sample approach.
The STM tip was moved to the sample by 9 A after one I-V
characteristics is obtained, and this process was repeated five times.
The number (1 )-(5) denote the sequence of the measurements.
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Fig.5.2.1

Superconductin~ energy gap of an In thin film with a
.
thickness of 3000 A measured by STS. A fitting to a calculation
that takes into acount finite life time of quasi particles is also shown.
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An AFM image of In particles.
The sample is ln40/AI20 J13/Ag600/mica.

Fig.5.2.3
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STS measurements of an Tn fine particle at 1. 6 K.
(a) J- Vcharacteristics for different distances between the tip and the
particle. The distance was controll ed by the set current when the
feedback loop was closed. Each curve is normali zed by the cunent
at 30 meV and displaced verti ca ll y for clari ty.
The set current is (I) 4 10 pA at 30 mY (2) 780 pA at 30 mY.
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(b) dl/dV- V c haracteri stics and

150

Fig.5.2.4
Depe nde nce of th e spac ing between the peaks 2 6. p- in a spectrum
of an In particle on its diameter 2r (open circ les). Thos/calculated fro m
Sa ne's th eo ry is also plotted (c losed squ are).

cf I/d V!- V characterist ics for (a)-(2).
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Fig.5.2.7

Temperature dependence of the nuclear spi n-l attice relaxation
time T 1 of AI particles. After [13].
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Calculate~ dens ity of'_ states of a superconclucting fine
particle for 8 =2.86 and 8 =0.36 at T=Tc/2 .
After [3 6].
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Temperature dependence of energy spectra measured by STS for
(a) an In fine particle and (b) an In thin film. From bottom to top ,
temperature is varied as T=l.6K, 2.2K, 2.7K, and 3.1K. Each curve is
normalized by the value at Sm V and displaced vertically for clarity.

